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Agenda for this Afternoon (All 
aboard)!

• 5:30 – 6:00 Open House
• 6:00 Presenting FAX’s Draft Route 

Restructure
• 6:35 Group Exercise: Your ranking of FAX 

Features and Funding
• 7:00 Interactive Poll:  Tell us what you 

think
• 7:35 Raffle Prizes & Workshop Wrap-up



FAX and the Draft FAX Plan



The Existing System



FAX Map of the Existing System



Current projects FY17-18
• Open BRT line in February 2018
• Increase bus frequency on busier segments of the 

FAX network. This consists of those routes that 
intersect primarily with BRT

• Construct bus stop and transit center improvements



What is the Draft FAX Plan?
It’s All About Meeting Needs



Factors driving FAX ridership
1. Frequency: How often buses come 
2. Duration: How long the trip takes:

a) Time on the bus
b) Waiting time
c) Transfer time (if you need to change buses)

3. Density: How many people and destinations are on the 
route

4. Walkability: How easy it is to get the bus 
5. How Direct your route is, both:

a) On the bus
b) Getting to and from the bus



Frequency is an important variable
• Frequency means “we’re ready to go when you are”
• Frequency is expensive, BUT it leads to high 

ridership in high-demand places
• Frequency makes FAX something you can rely on, 

not something you have to plan around
• Frequency is one big factor that needs to be 

reviewed to determine how FAX is meeting the needs 
of transit users
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Frequent grids especially benefit riders

A high‐frequency grid bus system allows you 
to travel between any point A and any point 
B, with minimal delay, and on a direct path.  
It’s the key to broadly useful transit.  

Fresno’s geography is already perfect for it!



FAX ridership today shows grid’s value 

• DEEP Blue = most 
boardings

• BRT will concentrate on 
Blackstone and Kings 
Canyon/Ventura 
whereas FAX 15 
focuses on Cedar and 
Shaw

• Especially strong where 
frequent lines cross

• Why there?
– Highest frequency
– Development along lines 

encourages transit 
ridership

– Easy Transfers



Frequency is 1 factor.  But there are others.



Time of day is another important factor

When should FAX maintain frequency so that “the bus 
is always coming soon” and connections become easy 
and attractive?

• Should weekend service be higher?
• Evening service is important so people can get 

home from evening jobs and activities  
• Evening and weekend service

helps people own fewer cars,
rely on transit more  



Buses can’t be frequent everywhere
• Some parts of Fresno are just not dense or walkable 

enough to generate high ridership 
• High ridership always arises from these key 

features:
– Density – lots of people and activity around the stops
– Walkability – people can easily walk to the stop
– Directness – straight paths for transit, easy in Fresno!
– Proximity – many destinations close to one another



Density How many people are going to and from 
the area around each stop?

High 
Ridership

Lower 
Ridership



Walkability Can the people around the 
stop walk to the stop?

High 
Ridership

Lower 
Ridership

And it must be possible to cross 
the street at the stop!



Directness

High 
Ridership

Lower 
Ridership

Can transit buses run in straight 
lines that attract through-riders?



Proximity

High 
Ridership

Lower 
Ridership

Do transit buses have to cross 
long low-ridership gaps?



Designing a transit system



Is Ridership the Goal?
• Most people assume the measure of transit’s 

success is ridership

• But transit agencies are expected to run service for 
non-ridership reasons, such as:
– Social service needs in expensive-to-serve places
– Desire that the network cover the whole city

• Those non-ridership goals are the basis of 
“coverage” service  

• So how much of our budget should be focused on a 
ridership goal vs. a coverage goal?



Why are ridership 
and coverage 
opposites?

Think about this 
simple urban area, 
where each dot 
represents people 
or jobs.  Dots close 
together mean 
density

Suppose we had 18 
buses to deploy

Ridership or Coverage?



• To maximize 
ridership you think 
like a business, 
choosing which 
markets you will 
enter

• The straight lines 
offer density, 
walkability, and an 
efficient transit 
path, so you focus 
frequent, attractive 
service there

Performance Measure: 
Productivity
Productivity: Passengers per 
unit of service cost (high)
Operating cost per rider, 
subsidy per rider (low)

Ridership or Coverage?



• To maximize 
coverage, think 
like a government 
service.  Try to 
serve everyone, 
even those in 
expensive-to-
serve places

• The result is more 
routes covering 
everyone, but 
less frequency, 
more complexity, 
and lower 
ridership

Performance Measure: 
Availability  

% of population and jobs 
that can walk to some 
all-day service

Ridership or Coverage?



Two Extreme Alternatives
Ridership Alternative
• Focus resources on 

high-ridership, high-
density areas to provide 
frequent, convenient 
service

• This alternative pushes 
the balance of 
resources even more 
towards ridership

Coverage Alternative
• Extends low-frequency 

service to a larger area
• This alternative reduces 

the level of service on 
the most productive 
segments, instead 
investing in extending 
service to new parts of 
the region that currently 
don’t have access to 
FAX routes



Ridership scenario.  Frequency 
concentrated on busiest corridors.  
15‐minute service means that bus is 
always coming soon.  

Ridershi
p
Scenario

All-day frequency
15 min
20 min
30 min
60 min

T
Main transfer
point

This scenario also: 
• extends service 

on red lines to 
midnight

• On weekends, 
runs red lines 
every 15 min 
for grid effect

But it deletes ALL 
low ridership 
segments!



Coverage
Scenario

All-day frequency
15 min
20 min
30 min
60 min

T
Main transfer
point

Coverage Scenario.  New 
routes added in response to 
customer and stakeholder 
requests

Expanded service 
area means lower 
frequency

Routes along 
Cedar, Jensen and 
First cut from 20 
min to 30 min.

So lower ridership

Dial‐a‐Ride
71

Dial‐a‐Ride
72

Service extended 
to:

Highway City
E Church St
Far NE Dial‐a‐Ride
Far SE Dial‐a‐Ride



The Conversation and Direction
• Hopefully, this information gives you an 

understanding of what is involved in redesigning a 
transit system

• Equipped with this information, help us envision a 
FAX transit system that better meets the needs of 
all citizens of the City of Fresno in 2018 and beyond

• By providing us with feedback, we can together 
design a FAX transit system that meets the needs of 
our citizenry, as well as Federal and state 
requirements



Please go to the Stations to 
provide your comments and 
ideas


